If you are lucky enough like me having exchange at the spring semester, you will have a chance to celebrate the craziest and wildest holiday, Queen’s Day. This holiday is to celebrate the queen’s birthday, originally on Jan. 31st, but moved to April 30th since Jan. is not a good time for outdoor activity. On that day, you can see all the crazy Dutch on the street drinking beer all day from Queen’s night to Queen’s day. In Amsterdam, the party begins at about 10:00 to the midnight. The canal in Amsterdam is also full of small boat with party people on there. It’s a really unforgettable experience in the exchange life.

There are also other festivals around Europe. The most famous one is Carnival. Almost every country has their date for celebrating Carnival. The one in Venice is very famous. On that day, every party people will wear a mask and drinking and dancing on the street and the boat. Just check the Carnival schedule and have fun in Europe.